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• Sergey Shirokogoroff’s (1935: 69) idea of “Tungus paths”, or a system 
of communications which characterised the Ewenki’s mobility in the 
taiga. The Tungus, including Ewenki,  perfectly know the systems of 
paths. Some of them are used only for going on foot, other for riding 
on reindeer or horses. People know to where each path leads, when 
it was used for the last time, why it changes its direction, which 
animal has recently passed by and so forth. The local river systems 
also serve as the reliable and constant system of paths.  

 

• The importance of river systems for people's migration, orientation, 
subsistence, cosmology and identity is obvious and has long been 
highlighted by scholars (see Shirokogoroff 1926, 1929, 1935; 
Vasilevich 1963, 1969, 1971; Vasilevich and Smolyak 1964; Campbell 
2003; Ermolova 2007; Sirina 2012; Oeterlaar et al. 2013 and many 
others).  



Maps from Vasilevich’s collection 



Data collection and analysis  
• Created a single list of all riverine names (1416 names) in Cyrillic from Vasilevich’s maps and 

translation them into Russian; then clarified the translated names with native speakers in the field 
(Iengra, Yakutiya, 2018); 

•  Reduced the initial list of the names to a number of unique names (995 names), including their 
grammatical forms (a name with a suffix designating location / size / quality / etc.), by leaving out 
dialect variations of the same names;  

• The complete list of unique names was further reduced by excluding the names, which we were not able 
to translate and, hence, analyse (List 1). The total number of 610 or 61% of the names were then divided 
into several conceptual categories: flora, fauna, persons' names, landscape terms, locale, objects, 
physical characteristics, terms of orientation and movement, anatomical references, etc. (19 categories); 

• In each conceptual category, we analysed the meaning of the names and the prevalent affixes by using 
the typology of toponymical affixes suggested by Vasilevich; 

• Created the Ewenki Toponymical Database (ETD); 

• The maps were grouped according to the overlapping river systems in order to exclude the possibility of 
counting and analysing the same names multiple times. By using the Russian State Hydrological 
Register (http://textual.ru/gvr/) we identified the location of some riverine systems by the name of one 
of the key rivers on a map, which is usually an official toponym. Then we created a map showing the 
river systems and the number of toponyms;  

• For analysis of each group we first excluded the generated duplicated names, except for the cases when 
the same name is used several times in the same river system, and then created a lost of the names with a 
number of separate morphological categories, after that we carried out similar morphological and 
conceptual analysis as we applied to List 1; 

• Field work (interviews and map making in Khabarovsk Krai and Yakutiya). Collected 10 sketch maps 
with 220 place names and recorded around 50 interviews. Of this number, there are 39 in-depth 
interviews with Ewenki informants (23 women and 16 men). Ethnography of place naming.  

http://textual.ru/gvr/


            Digital database of Ewenki place names 
 



The location of the river systems from Vasilevich’s 
archival maps and the number of riverine names 



                    Research questions 

• The distribution of the selected categories of riverine names in 
each river system;  

• The distribution of the categories from the united list of the river 
systems (L2); 

• The number and percentage of each category of affixes on L2; 

• The correlation between the most commonly used affixes and 
the categories of names on L2;  

• The general principles and patterns of place naming (field 
research in Khabarovsk Krai and Yakutiya). 

 



The percentage of names 
categories in all river systems 
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Semantic dimensions of selected Ewenki 
landscape terms across their dialect 

continuum 

 

• N.M.: Could you tell just from the 
riverine names which places might be 
good for hunting? 

• А.Е.: Yes, we could. For example, 
Kudu, Nirǝ, Amnunna. These are good 
hunting places where you can get 
some meat for your family in the 
summer.  

• N.M.: What do these names mean? 

• А.Е.: Well, Kudu means a salt march, 
it is natural. Wild animals come there 
to feed on. And at that place you are 
ambushing them to feed your family, 
your reindeer camp. This place is called 
solonets in Russian. You already know 
[from the name]. Nirǝ is a damp place, 
Amnunna means a river delta. This is a 
clear place also, but dry and stony. 
These [rivers] are all small, the glens, 
and full of food [for animals]. There are 
wood grouses constantly there, 
partridges, hazel grouses. 

(Iengra, Yakutiya, 2018) 

 



Variation and change in Ewenki place names 

• Great number of unique names (around 70%);  

• No generic terms (e.g., ‘river’); 57.5% of the names have no affix;  

• Apart from those derived ecotopes, it is hard to find the same set of the names in two different regions. In 
contrast, the names referring to landscape terms tend to be reproduced. However, whereas the names may 
sound the same, their meanings should be clarified in every speech community as the ecotopes in Ewenki 
may refer to completely different landscape objects in different Ewenki communities.  

• Despite a great diversity of names, naming patterns seem to be transferable or 'nomadic' in their nature. 
The same patterns are applied in different surroundings inhabited by the Ewenki people in naming various 
rivers they encountered once they came to inhabit a new hydrological environment.  

• Variation in affixes (But: dispersive -ktA is usually found in the names stemmed from landscape terms (80.5 
%): Kowikta ‘open and wide place covered with moss’, Buarikta ‘burnt-out place’, Dətiktə ‘tundra’, Kudukta 
‘salt lick’, etc.; the toponymical affix -ŋnA is used mostly in the names referring to fauna: Delinŋnǝ ‘taimen’); 

• New interpretation of a name may evolve to make sense of a previous name which does not 
phenomenologically fit peoples’ or animals’ experiences anymore. Such novel interpretations tend to be 
linguistically and culturally rational and accepted by community members; 

• Variation in the location of place names and their change; most common in private place names (the names 
utilized by a group of hunters within a small in size territory; may change several times); 

• The change of one name may provoke the change of the neighboring names if they are related.  



V 
 
 
 

The map representing the Gonam river system (collected in the 1940s and in 2018) 
 

The number (30) of the names on Vasilevich’s map from the same village, drawn presumably in the 
 1940s, corresponds to that on the contemporary sketch map of the Gonam River (Ŋonam 'long' in 

Ewenki). Of this number, only 13 rivers are named similarly.   
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